The World's Best Cushions!

JUMBO SAFELIFT CUSHIONS AND LANDING BAGS
FOR THE RECOVERY SPECIALIST

FOR OVER 30 YEARS RECOGNIZED AS THE LEADER AND INNOVATOR IN THE AIRBAG INDUSTRY WITH THE TRACK RECORD AND PERFORMANCE TO BACK IT UP!!
WHETHER SLOPED TOPPED, FLAT TOPPED, SMOOTH, ROUGH, BIG OR SMALL—WE HAVE SIZES TO FIT ALL YOUR RECOVERY AND RESCUE NEEDS

From large lifts to small lifts Matjack can provide the cushion for your needs.

Jumbo Safelift cushions (invented by Bill Jackson and Fred Noble back in the 1960’s) by Matjack, started in 1981 have proven over time they are not only tough enough to do the work asked of them but to also last for over 25 years if taken care of and stored properly after each use.

Jumbo’s have been used worldwide including both the Artic Circle and Antarctica.

In 2005, Matjack introduced Jumbo Turbo cushions, this increased air flow and lowered inflation time by up to 60%! This means now inflation time is in the hands of the operator, so now if you need slow or fast it’s all in your control. No more standing and waiting because your compressor just doesn’t work fast enough or grabbing hot fittings because the compressor is overworking the small fittings, like other brands. Jumbo Turbos are perfectly synchronized to maximize your efforts and ultimately save you time and lift the load safely.

Matjack lifting cushions work best in cantilever or “hinged” style lifts, but can also be used for vertical lifting if rigged correctly so lateral movement of the weight being lifted is restricted.

Matjack / Indianapolis Industrial Products, Inc.
800-827-3755 / 317-359-3078
Jumbo’s are the only slope topped bag, designed exclusively to follow a lift all the way up without ever losing contact with ground or the load, Matjack’s Jumbo bags are the only cushions manufactured which can make this claim and prove it!

Matjack low pressure cushions are made with Hypalon and Neoprene

Jumbo Turbo cushions come in complete sets or individually. Everything is included in each set to get you up and working within a matter of minutes. From our Support set, designed to replace worn out existing sets but with still functional (1 or 2) large cushions up to our Comprehensive Set, with 8 Jumbos and 3 starters, you get all the unsurpassed quality, service and training you have come to expect from Matjack.

Unmatched Durability and Strength!

• Unmatched durability, strength and overall design is why Matjacks are the number one choice of recovery experts, rescue squads, civil defense and military agencies worldwide.
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Visit our website www.matjack.com
Matjack Landing Bags provide users with the ability to do uprights on tractor trailers without the use of a “catch” truck. Landing bags work off a constant airflow and need it to stay inflated. Landing bags work like Jumbo cushions only in reverse, rather than lifting with a cushion of air, Landing bags are placed under a load with the intention of not allowing the load to gain speed during descent. Just like cushions designed to catch people jumping off buildings, Landing bags catch vehicles as they come over and allow the air to escape through 3 valves in each cushion increasing control of the vehicle and rate of descent.

Matjack Landing bags are typically used under wheels of vehicles to control descent but have also been used under frame sections to catch box trucks and mobile homes and even track drives on cranes. Each Landing bag is capable of handling up to 40,000 lbs/ 18182 kgs load. Single lane uprights are now accomplished in a much easier fashion with less set up and quicker dismantle time for those “quick clear incident” situations. Any upright recovery is now quicker, safer and more professionally done when using Matjack’s Landing bags!
Matjack Landing bags have been in use now for the last 8 years and are being used in countries around the world with the demand growing every day. Whether you buy a 2 or 3 cushion Landing bag set all your recoveries will be easier and less likely to further damage equipment.

Landing bags are made of a special blend material designed to resist tearing but allow quick repair if damaged in the field. The large Camlock fittings provide for quick assembly and disassembly of the system. All Matjack Landing bag systems will provide you with years of trouble free use and come with the same outstanding service, training and care you have come to expect from Matjack.
### SUPER TURBO SET

This kit has been especially prepared for lifting and rolling loaded vehicles up to 100,000 lbs. gross weight and 53 feet long, or Michigan special with 5 or more axles.

This Super kit-
**PART #SUS5 will contain:**

2—(SQ36TURBO) Super Starter Cushions
5—(SQ90TURBO) Super Jumbo High-Lift Angle Top Cushions,
1—(J. AIR COMP) Air Compressor (with 5hp Honda Engine)
1—(T.7 P.V.B.) 7 Port Expandable Valve Bank with overload protection,
7—(DP125) Male Dust Plugs,
11—(T.1-1/4X4 BOS.30’) 30 Foot Turbo Hose
2—(T.PL. POLE) Extending Placing Poles,
7—(AC125-A TURBO) Blanking Caps,
10—(J. OPER P.) Operator Badges
1—(J. REPAIR KIT) Repair Kit with adhesive and patches,
1—(J. D.V.D.) Two Hour Safety Operating Video & set of instructions, 

Also available—4 BAG SUPPORT SYSTEM #STS4 which includes:

1—(SQ36TURBO) Super Jumbo High-Lift Angle Top Cushions,
1—(J. AIR COMP) Air Compressor (with 5hp Honda Engine)
1—(T.6 P.V.B.) 6 Port Expandable Valve Bank with overload protection,
6—(DP125) Male Dust Plugs, 8—(T.1-1/4X4 BOS.30’) 30 Foot Turbo Hose,
2—(T.PL. POLE) Extending Placing Poles,
6—(AC125-A TURBO) Blanking Caps,
10—(J. OPER P.) Operator Badges
1—(J. REPAIR KIT) Repair Kit with adhesive and patches,
1—(J. D.V.D.) Two Hour Safety Operating Video & set of instructions.

- Matjack low pressure cushions have a 5 year warranty, but with normal care and maintenance, they should work well over 20 years. Trouble free.

### MEGA TURBO SET

This kit is the Mega lifting set for those wanting the extra surface area coverage when lifting completely loaded 53’ trailers or aircraft, with a capacity of over 120,000 lbs.

This Mega kit—
**PART #SUM6 will contain:**

2—(SQ36TURBO) Super Starter Cushions
6—(SQ90TURBO) Super Jumbo High-Lift Angle Top Cushions,
1—(J. AIR COMP) Air Compressor (with 5hp Honda Engine)
1—(T.8 P.V.B.) 8 Port Expandable Valve Bank with overload protection,
8—(DP125) Male Dust Plugs,
12—(T.1-1/4X4 BOS.30’) 30 Foot Turbo Hose
2—(T.PL. POLE) Extending Placing Poles,
8—(AC125-A TURBO) Blanking Caps,
10—(J. OPER P.) Operator Badges
1—(J. REPAIR KIT) Repair Kit with adhesive and patches,
1—(J. D.V.D.) Two Hour Safety Operating Video & set of instructions.

### ULTRA TURBO SET

This kit is the ultimate coverage lifting set for 53’-57’ trailers, with a capacity of over 140,000 lbs.

This Ultra kit—
**PART #SUU7 will contain:**

2—(SQ36TURBO) Super Starter Cushions
7—(SQ90TURBO) Super Jumbo High-Lift Angle Top Cushions,
1—(J. AIR COMP) Air Compressor (with 5hp Honda Engine)
1—(T.9 P.V.B.) 9 Port Expandable Valve Bank with overload protection,
9—(DP125) Male Dust Plugs,
13—(T.1-1/4X4 BOS.30’) 30 Foot Turbo Hose
2—(T.PL. POLE) Extending Placing Poles,
9—(AC125-A TURBO) Blanking Caps,
10—(J. OPER P.) Operator Badges
1—(J. REPAIR KIT) Repair Kit with adhesive and patches,
1—(J. D.V.D.) Two Hour Safety Operating Video & set of instructions.

### COMPREHENSIVE TURBO SET

This kit is the ultimate coverage lifting set for 53’-57’ trailers, with a capacity of over 160,000 lbs. no matter how heavy the load this set will bring it up!

This Comprehensive kit—
**PART #SUC8 will contain:**

3—(SQ36TURBO) Super Starter Cushions
8—(SQ90TURBO) Super Jumbo High-Lift Angle Top Cushions,
1—(J. AIR COMP) Air Compressor (with 5hp Honda Engine)
1—(T.10 P.V.B.) 10 Port overoad protection,
10—(DP125) Male Dust Plugs,
14—(T.1-1/4X4 BOS.30’) 30 Foot Turbo Hose
2—(T.PL. POLE) Extending Placing Poles,
10—(AC125-A TURBO) Blanking Caps,
10—(J. OPER P.) Operator Badges
1—(J. REPAIR KIT) Repair Kit with adhesive and patches,
1—(J. D.V.D.) Two Hour Safety Operating Video & set of instructions.

- Matjack low pressure cushions have a 5 year warranty, but with normal care and maintenance, they should work well over 20 years. Trouble free.
Ever see a trailer bounce when it’s rolled back up on its wheel? How about—ever see a trailer fully loaded hit on its wheels so hard the frame breaks and you end up unloading the trailer anyway? Let landing bags solve this potentially dangerous situation. Two landing bags using a constant air source and new air evacuation technology allow the rig to lower safely and quickly without further damage to the load.

**LANDING BAG TWO BAG SET WHICH INCLUDES:**
- 2 – LANDING BAGS
- 1 – GAS POWER BLOWER
- 1 – Y CONNECTOR
- 3 – EXTENSION HOSES

**LANDING BAG THREE BAG SET WHICH INCLUDES:**
- 3 – LANDING BAGS
- 1 – GAS POWER BLOWER
- 2 – Y CONNECTORS
- 5 – EXTENSION HOSES
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When failure isn’t an option!

Besides our Matjack Cushlons
We also carry a variety of other great products:

Matjack High Pressure Air Bags
Underwater Lift bags
Landing Bags, etc...

Visit our website
www.matjack.com

Please visit our website for more information
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